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Learn a powerful way to successfully implement unique integration solutions with AlfrescoAbout
This BookLearn the fundamentals of Web Scripts to implement your own custom REST APIs on top
of the Alfresco repositoryImplement customized business solutions effectively and gain
comprehensive knowledge about the power of Alfresco Web ScriptsLearn everything you need to
know about framework components and implementation in a step-by-step, practical mannerWho
This Book Is ForIf you are an Alfresco developer who has no experience with web scripts and you
want to start developing Alfresco web scripts, then this book is definitely for you.What You Will
LearnImplement web scripts in Alfresco and learn about their fundamentalsUnderstand the
end-to-end execution flow with core details and get an insight into the robust web script
frameworkGain extensive knowledge about the building components of web scriptsExplore different
options to invoke Alfresco web scriptsLeverage the power of useful JavaScript APIs in web script
implementationUnderstand various deployment options, debugging techniques, and troubleshooting
pointersLearn about extension capabilities to extend the web script frameworkIn DetailAlfresco web
scripts is a key feature of the Alfresco enterprise content management system that enables other
applications to interact with the Alfresco repository in a secure way. This book will help you
understand everything you need to know about web scripts so that you can practically apply them to
your own projects.You will begin by learning the basics of Alfresco web scripts, giving you a clear
idea about how web scripts are a useful solution to your business problems. Moving on, you will
delve into the powerful web script framework and then get a complete walk-through of all the
components required to build web scripts. Later in this book, you will discover various ways to
execute web scripts. You will learn about useful JavaScript APIs in Alfresco that you can leverage
when building business solutions with web scripts. Moving further, you will learn about deployment,
debugging, and troubleshooting web scripts, and find instructions to develop web scripts in a Maven
project that will help you learn how to build web scripts in a real development environment.
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Packt sent me a free copy of Ramesh Chauhan's Book "Learning Alfresco Web Scripts" , to read
and review.I have just finished up my reading and thought of writing a quick review on the book.First
thing which came to my mind while reading the book is "Thankfully someone thought of writing book
on this topic". I have never found good documentation about web scripts along with covering all the
aspects of web scripts at one place. I was also curious to learn more about this topic as I have been
working in Alfresco for many years and have experienced importance and need of web script in all
my projects. This book will be more useful to developers who are using Alfresco as a backend and
wants to use web script to interact with frond end application. You will get most from the book if you
don't have prior experience on writing Web Scripts.This book is very well written and flows logically
from one chapter to next and it covers pretty much all you need to know as a developer. This book
is completely technical and I like reading behind scenes in terms of implementation of the web
scripts and how and when those should be apply in different situations .I could tell a lot of effort
might have gone to put all this together. I would request reader to especially read the Notes section,
it makes use of informative tips that would be real help while implementing complex web scripts.In
the first chapter I found a good overview about web scripts and more importantly it explains benefits
of using web scripts for developer and business users. I also appreciate the section that describes
its implementation in support and developing projects.
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